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The Total Floor VersaCarpet™ Starter Kit
This Starter Kit will provide you with everything you need 

for use with the VC700 machine. 
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Become a Cleaning Hero!

BE SURE TO READ LABEL AND MSDS FOR  
EACH PRODUCT PRIOR TO USE.

www.versacleansystems.com 

For product information: 800-932-3030
For emergency information: 800-535-5053 
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Visit the Legend Brands family at  
WWW.LEGENDBRANDS.NET

VersaCarpet Step 2 
Low-foam carpet cleaning detergent. 
 
Designed for use as an in-tank detergent, VersaCarpet 
Step 2’s extremely low foam characteristics enhance 
efficiency and productivity of the VC700 system. You 
will need no foam control unless there are significant 
residues from a prior cleaning. Step 2’s encapsulation 
properties capture additional soils, easily removed by 
follow-up vacuuming.

No need to dilute. Attach Step 2 to the VC700 inlet 
tube and the machine automatically dilutes the prod-
uct during the rinse extraction process.

Color coded: BLUE
TO REORDER: 76-470; case of 12 × 1 quart bottles

VersaCarpet Step 3
Moderately acidic, encapsulating rinse.
 
VersaCarpet Step 3 neutralizes excess alkalinity left 
from prior cleaning. It also leaves fabrics at a mod-
erately acidic pH so that texture and softness is en-
hanced. Step 3 generates no foam and no odor so it is 
ideal for use in cleaning synthetic upholstery fabrics.

Again, no need to dilute. Just plug into the VC700 and 
rinse through the rotating extraction head or through 
the onboard upholstery tool to remove soils and leave 
a soft feel to the fabric.

Color code: YELLOW
TO REORDER: 76-480; case of 12 × 1 quart bottles

VersaCarpet Step 1 HD
Heavy duty traffic lane cleaner. 
 
With a ready-to-use pH of 10.6 and superior effec-
tiveness on heavily soiled carpets, Step 1 HD stands 
out among traffic lane cleaners. The product’s unique 
array of surfactants and solvents enable it to clean 
as effectively as aggressive cleaners without the 
risks associated with harsher alkalinity. Step 1 HD 
detaches even tightly-bound particulates from carpet 
piling and suspends them for removal. VersaCarpet 
Step 1 HD has a fresh, clean fragrance.

No need to measure or dilute. Simply plug the 
product container into the VC700 fitting and then 
prespray the carpet using the onboard spray wand. 
Follow with rinse extraction using VersaCarpet Step 
2. VersaCarpet Step 1 HD is not recommended 
for use on natural fibers or stain resist carpeting.

Color coded: PURPLE
TO REORDER: 76-550; case of 12 × 1 quart bottles

VersaCarpet Step 1 
Prespray for routine use on carpet  
and upholstery. 
 
VersaCarpet Step 1 is for routine cleaning of lightly 
to moderately soiled carpeting. Step 1 generates 
zero foam, zero odor, so you will not get complaints 
even in occupied areas. Step 1 dries to an easily 
vacuumed residue so resoiling is never a concern.

Plug the Step 1 bottle into the VC700 inlet, pre-
spray with the onboard wand and extract using 
VersaCarpet Step 2.

Color coded: GREEN
TO REORDER: 76-460; case of 12 × 1 quart bottles


